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 0 >>> Bostwick Deep Space 9, AC1210 (full) [FSX, FS9, X-Plane] Demo and X-Plane 9.0.0 >>> Recent Release (December
28, 2013) >>> Bostwick Deep Space 9 E312, >>> Update to AC1210 [FSX, FS9, X-Plane] Demo >>> - (December 24, 2013)
**Updated. The full version of this product is now available.**>>> **Highlights**>>> - The full version of this product will
allow the player to run more easily. This means that the trainer/trainees will run without the additional burden of having to run
in a limited mode.>>> - Also, the visual quality of the skybox has been greatly improved with the inclusion of some brand new

clouds.>>> - Numerous performance improvements have been implemented to remove most of the latency that has been
identified with the previous version.>>> - The AC1210 (full) is also compatible with X-Plane 9.0.0.>>> - This update will be
available free of charge.>>>> You may run the demo version as it is free of charge.>>> >>> Bostwick Deep Space 9 E312,
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